The hiking to the top of the peak it is a stimulant and hard challenge requiring a good
physical preparation. Requires favorable atmosphere conditions. It takes a day of hiking to
reach the peak and enjoy the amazing landscape at 2024 meters of altitude with the
clouds hundreds of meters below. Throughout the route we have to cross dense
vegetation, and its exotic beauty. The power of the mother nature is truly impressive, it is a
sacred temple of many species of plants and birds and a mysterious world unexplored by
the man.
Departure from the Capital center at 4 a.m. towards the Botanic Garden, arriving around
5 a.m.. Then we will do the ﬁnal veriﬁcations and preparations before start hiking.
The Botanic Garden is where we leave the car and where we start the hiking to the peak.
The vegetation is dense with many bushes and various species of plants and the way is
long and hard. Willpower and determination are the major proﬁle requirements to go this
journey. But don't be intimidated because the beauty and uniqueness of the trip worth the
eﬀort necessary. Along the journey we have to go up and down six peaks. At the bottom
of the Carvalho Peak we make a stop of half an hour to rest and recover energies. Another
resting period is foreseen in Sousa Station. The wonderful green landscape, the bird
singing and the refreshing winds are priceless. In the late afternoon starts another
adventure with a campﬁre and surrounded by the sounds of nature at night and below the
magniﬁcence of the starry sky. It is time to prepare the dinner replicating our ancestors.
The night is cold due to the altitude and It is recommended a polar jacket to stay warm
during the night.
At sunrise we prepare the breakfast and start the ﬁnal walk to the highest point - the Peak
of São Tomé at 2024 meters where the view is simply indescribable. .
The return starts and we go down to the foothills of the Peak and we go through a new
trajectory crossing Ponta Figo till a the road where there are people with a car waiting for
taking us back to the city of São Tomé. It takes around 8 hours to reach this road.
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